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COMMITTEE FOR 2019/2020

Winter 2019

Hi All. I hope you all had a great Christmas and are preparing to
celebrate New Years Eve and New Years Day. At least the weather
locally has been reasonable although other parts of the country have
been really dire.
As you see from the column to the left we have had a change in
committee. We have to say goodbye to our chairman Julian Holmes
who has resigned due to pressure of work. Thank you so much for all
the work you have put in over the last few years it has been much
appreciated, and it goes without saying you will be missed.
We welcome a new committee member Kat Burton and Karen Chase
has rejoined us after a short absence. We hope that they will enjoy being
on the committee. Below is a list of the whole committee and their
positions. We must also congratulate Pam Davidson on being re-elected
as Area 15 Representative for 2019 to 2022
Chair and Training Coordinator

Email:lizpitcher57@gmail.com

Janet Peters

Treasurer, Membership
& Newsletter

Vice Chair, Safeguarding Officer and Area 15 Steward

Pam Davidson

Treasurer, Membership Secretary, Newsletter Editor

Marilyn Kirton

Marilyn Kirton

Secretary, Health & Safety Officer, Website

Liz Pitcher

Tel: 01291 627446

Team Manager (Jumping qualifiers)

E.mail:
marilynkirton@sky.com
or
marilyn.kirton1@gmail.com
Training Co-ordinator

Team Manager (Dressage qualifiers)Training Manager
(Dressage)
Communications/social media

Kat Burton
(Lindsey Gaunt –
not a committee
member, but helping us out!)
Karen Chase

Janet Peters: 01291 424977

Committee member

Ann Wilson

Mob: 07717 507551

Committee member
Diana Such
CHANGE
TO THE FINANCIAL YEAR AND MEMBERSHIP

Mob: 07582975615

Email:
tandj5lanes@yahoo.co.uk
Team Manager Jumping
Social Media
Kat Burton 07876 442609
Communications/Social
Media
Karen Chase 07768 700003
Committee
Diana Such 01291 650638
geoffreysuch@googlemail.com

Ann Wilson 07798 554196
e.mail:
ann53wilson@gmail.com

MEMBERSHIP FEES DUE
As I told you all in the last newsletter the British Riding Clubs have
asked all clubs to change their financial year to coincide with their own
which is 1st January to 31st December and this is what your committee
have decided to do. Your current membership is therefore extended
from 1st October 2019 to 1st January 2020, therefore those who have
not yet paid their membership fee of £28.00 they are now due . If you
have not paid by the 31st January then we will assume you do not wish
to renew your membership and we will remove you from our list of
members. So come on you know you want to stay with us , we have lots
of ideas for the coming year and you don’t want to miss anything do
you. I look forward to receiving you payments either by cheque cash or
BACS . For bank details, if you don’t already have them, contact me.
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BRC Flu Vaccination Statement - 8 November 2019.
We’re aware of questions that have been raised by some members over the incoming rule which
mandates six monthly boosters against Equine Influenza (EI) (see rule changes below) and
would like to provide further information about the rationale behind this decision.
For much of 2019, the UK has been affected by outbreaks of EI with the number of cases peaking in July. As a department of the BHS, which is a member body of the BEF, BRC has the welfare of equines competing under our rules at the forefront of our minds at all times– and it’s our
responsibility, along with every horse owner, to help negate the spread of this virus.
Throughout the year, we’ve been listening to advice and evidence from our veterinary and industry colleagues on the BEF High Health Steering Group, the Equine Infectious Disease Advisory
Group and the Animal Health Trust (AHT). Unlike some other organisations, we took the decision
not to make a mid-season rule change during the initial outbreak, instead strongly recommending
that a six month booster be given, while continually monitoring the situation.
As a result of the outbreak this year, a number of competition venues have taken the decision to
mandate six monthly boosters. This has led to some confusion among members as to the different vaccination requirements from venue to venue, which has necessitated additional checks before competing. Indeed some areas have had to run qualifiers stipulating a six monthly booster is
mandatory in order to satisfy their venue owners.
We want to be as consistent as possible across all our qualifiers and championships, with a clear
policy that all members can follow. It should also be noted that we are now in line with British
Dressage, British Eventing and the FEI. However, we appreciate that this is a significant move,
so we wanted to ensure that we considered the advice provided by veterinary experts before
amending our competition rules. All of the evidence points to the efficacy of vaccinations reducing after six months, hence this decision taken by the BRC Advisory Committee.
In the most recent DEFRA AHT BEVA Equine Quarterly Disease Surveillance Report it was concluded:
That horse owners, especially those attending gatherings and events attended by other horses,
undertake routine influenza vaccination and ideally adopt 6 monthly booster vaccination as this is
currently considered ‘gold standard’ for controlling this infection.
Dr Jane Nixon MA VETMB BSC MRCVS, Chair of the BEF High Health Steering Group said
“We’re in the middle of an equine flu epidemic, with over 220 reported outbreaks alone so far in
2019 – an outbreak case includes a number of horses so there are thousands affected; marking
a staggering increase on last year, when only two outbreaks were confirmed in the UK.
“We all need to help control the spread of the virus and vaccination unequivocally does just that.
There have been several peer-reviewed scientific papers which support vaccination, including six
monthly boosters, which should not leave any responsible horse owner in doubt that this is the
right way forward.”
The BRC qualifiers and championships are very large events. We regularly see in excess of 500
horses gathering together from the length and breadth of the UK. It is our responsibility to protect
these events for our members, their horses and indeed the future of our sport.
We have noted that some members have commented that their horses have had an adverse reaction to a recent vaccination, and BRC would like to encourage any instances to be reported on
the UK Government report portal here: https://www.gov.uk/report-veterinary-medicine-problem.
This should be in addition to reporting the reaction to your veterinary surgeon.
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2020 BRC Rule Change: From 1 January 2020, it will be strongly advised when competing at
BRC events to have a flu vaccination within 6months and 21days of the competition. From 1
March 2020, this will then become mandatory.
IMPORTANT: This does not mean vaccinations need to be done every 6 months; it means that
the vaccination needs to be within 6 months and 21 days of the competition. For example, if your
competition was the 22 September, you would need to have a vaccination after the 1 March (1
March - 1 September = 6months + 21 days = 22 September). This rule applies to Qualifiers and
Championships only. Whilst we recommend that Clubs also follow this advice for Club activities,
they remain autonomous and can therefore decide what they will require for their own training
and events.
Following the change in policy announced by British Riding Clubs which is given above which
applies to qualifiers, we have checked with the venues we use for training to find out what their
requirements are.
For both Usk College and Severnvale Equestrian Centre, they currently require that annual
boosters are given following the initial course of vaccinations. This means that the new BRC rule
will not apply to training events booked by the club (unless of course the venue changes its requirements).
Just as a reminder, if you want to compete in a qualifier, this is the new rule, which will become
mandatory for qualifiers run from 1 March 2020 onwards:
"From 1 January 2020, British Riding Clubs strongly advise that, when competing at BRC events, all horses should have had a flu vaccination within 6 months and 21 days of the competition. From 1 March
2020, this will then become mandatory. This is an additional requirement on top of the existing flu vaccination rules. "

Visit By BRC Staff 27th January 2020 Numbers to Liz Pitcher
For those of you that are interested in finding out more about British Riding Clubs or for feeding back your
opinions, the BRC Chair, Laura Sanger, and Manager, Rachael Hollely-Thompson, are going to attend the
next Area 15 meeting at 7.30pm on Monday 27th January at the King's Head in Usk. It is an opportunity
to ask questions that you may have, although if you have a specific item you wish to table, they have
asked you to tell them in advance to be sure the information is available..
All are welcome, but they need definite numbers as soup and sandwiches will be provided. If you would
like to attend this meeting, please let me know by replying to this email or texting or ringing me on the
number below. I need to know numbers by Friday 10th January at the latest. Let me know any issues you would like brought up by the same date. If you don't want to attend but would like a question
raised then please let me know and a member of our Committee may be able to do this on your behalf.

,
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WVRC club meeting 4 September 2019
Getting back on the horse: thinking differently about recovery from injury
Speaker - Chris Adams: a Neuromuscular therapist and personal trainer at AdFitness.
Chris started work as a personal trainer in 2013 and soon discovered that there was more to people than
their muscles, bones etc in terms of developing fitness. So he then qualified as a neuromuscular therapist.
People think differently after injury because of pain; managing pain is complicated!
A biomedical model suggests that the body recovers and should
be able to go back to its previous level. Biopsychosocial model
tries to understand what prevents this – human body puts its
safety above all else and can block actions that were previously
easy. After about 6 months, the body will normally have healed
as much as it can physically, if not, there could be a ‘software’
issue as opposed to a ‘hardware’ issue. In short “Mind over
Matter”. You have to heal the mind as well as the body.
Human movement (outputs) are all based on contraction of
muscles and secretion of hormones! All movements are driven by input to receptors, which feeds into the
thought process, which is based on experience and our ability to handle the movement right now. The brain
needs to be relaxed to function efficiently; otherwise it relies on survival part of the brain only and shuts
down other functions (such as remembering a dressage test!).
The brain’s functions focus on priorities:

Survival
Safety/Protection
Activity
Performance

Chris showed how it is possible to physically assess your nervous system to see whether you can perform a
task. Kath agreed to be a guinea pig. She was asked to hold her good arm up against pressure; and then to
look at an image of two parallel lines – she could no longer hold her arm up. When looking at a cross, she
could hold the arm up. The difference is that the brain has to process parallel lines more intensively than a
cross, which increases its distraction, and makes the focus on movement much more difficult. Chris
demonstrated various techniques which showed the effect of the original injury. When the body was tapped
in some way, Kath could hold her arm up better.
A rehabilitation programme needs to focus on what
you can do and to rebuild the former physical state,
ideally in a better way than before. It is important to
refocus on earlier stages of development of your skills,
and to get everything right this time. Take the
opportunity to review all processes based on previous
experience. Be patient, think what you can control in
the present; think about what you can change, think
laterally. Wean out bad habits. Optimise, optimise,
optimise.

Continued on page 5
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There are three steps to motor learning:
Verbal cognitive – general understanding of the task
Motor phase – mastered the basics but making mistakes
Autonomous phase – full mastery without thinking
Chris explained that we need to build up exercises slowly after a serious injury, and to get to the
autonomous phase with each exercise before layering up complexity.
Chris then demonstrated some floor exercises, noting that these need to be designed around the needs of
each individual. Exercises can be made easier if the body finds them difficult, such as starting with simple
breathing exercises on the floor to activate the core muscles, then build up to the full version. Much better
than not doing anything at all. Build up complexity and duration; add power and speed slowly.
In summary, we should feel safe and confident at every level
before progressing. Ask yourself why something feels positive
or negative. Choose appropriate training and conditioning;
progress at the level that is right for you; regress to progress
(find a lighter version of an exercise that you CAN do); work on
your weaknesses and improve everything across the board.
This was a very illuminating talk, and Chris is likely to receive a few follow up calls! He covers the Forest
of Dean and Chepstow areas, and will come to your home if that is easier. His website is
www.adfitness.biz
Reporters: Jan Peters and Karen Chase
============================================================================

Club Challenge Series
Challenge cups are presented to the members accumulating the most points on one horse
throughout the summer dressage series or the summer show jumping series. This year only
4 shows were held at Howick Farm, 2 dressage and 2 show jumping, as the September
show had to be cancelled due to heavy rain.
The winner of the Dressage Series was Jaci Crocombe and Beth Hogan won the Show
Jumping series. Congratulations to both these combinations who also won the trophies in
2018! The trophies and rosettes for the top three were presented by Julian Holmes at the
AGM on November 6th.
Dressage

SJ

1st

Jaci Crocombe & Rocky

Beth Hogan & Matty

2nd

Ann Wilson & Rose Quartz

Jaci Crocombe & Rocky

3rd

Chris Brooks & Old Forge Boy

Laura Jones-Griffiths & Luna
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WVRC Club meeting, 9th October 2019
Gait Analysis

Speaker: Russell Guire, Centaur Biomechanics
Wye Valley Riding Club were delighted to welcome Russell Guire again and this time he talked more
about Gait Analysis. We are very grateful to Coleg Gwent who allowed us to use the indoor school at the
Usk Campus for the talk and demonstration. The evening was very popular and over 80 people attended.
In the first part of the session, Russell demonstrated the techniques and some preliminary analyses of gait
analysis using two member’s horses, Lisa Williams’ Tuscany and Anneliese Lewis’ Nibeley Forever. He
also talked about Rider Biomechanics using both Annie and also the third combination of Kat Burton
riding Troy.
Centaur use high speed cameras, image analysis
software and inertial measuring units (Equigait) to
collect data for gait analysis and Russell demonstrated
the use of the inertial measurement units on the first two
horses, Tuscany in hand and on the lunge and Forever in
hand and under saddle. Annie and Kat both wore
Visualise training jackets which allowed us to see their
position.
Russell showed us that the movement in trot, was
asymmetric and said that most horses demonstrate this
and that they are not yet sure of the significance of this.
Amazingly 20-25% asymmetry is not visible to the
naked eye. Horses, like humans, have a dominant side
and you can find out which side is dominant by putting a
carrot on the floor in front of the horse and seeing which
leg goes forward. I haven’t tried this yet!
Both Annie’s and Kat’s saddles slipped to one side to some
extent; Annie has a Flair system fitted and had deliberately
removed the air to get a baseline so that wasn’t surprising.
A slipping saddle tends to make the rider collapse to one
side as they try to compensate. A saddle that slips to the
right will be more obvious on the left rein and vice versa.
Russell emphasised the importance of getting your saddle fit
checked regularly as this is the interface between horse and
rider; this was reinforced by some of the research he
presented later. By regularly, he meant about four times a
year to accommodate the seasonal changes that the horse’s
body makes.

After a break for a hot drink and cake, Russell then showed some examples of how high-speed cameras
have made it possible to look at a horse’s motion in much more detail than previously. Russell showed us
a video of a dressage horse in a collected canter that demonstrated that it is a 4 time pace as the diagonal
pair do not land at exactly the same time. He also showed one of a show jumper in which we could see
that all the weight of the horse and rider landed on the leading leg.

Continued on page7
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Russell explained that currently the assessment of equine locomotion and lameness is carried out visually and cannot be reliably or
consistently quantified. He demonstrated a video based equine
gait analysis system which has been developed in partnership with
leading human biomechanics specialists. The system allows more
objective research into the effect of factors such as tack, horse
confirmation, farriery and the rider’s position on performance.
The system is used under rigorous research conditions (e.g. level
footing, leading from both sides etc to make the results as consistent as possible). The team have done a lot of work to help adjust and improve saddle fit and help understand the relationship
between saddle fit and horse's movement.
They have found that reducing pressure on the back (around vertebrae T10-13) improves hind limb and
overall performance. A very recent paper, Tree Width on Thoracolumbar and Limb Kinematics, Saddle
Pressure Distribution, and Thoracolumbar Dimensions in Sports Horses in Trot and Canter, has been published in the journal Animals and is open access so can be downloaded if you are interested https://www.mdpi.com/2076-2615/9/10/842/pdf .
Some of the useful advice that I picked up during Russell’s talk is summarised below. This is based on
my notes so please don’t blame Russell if you don’t agree as I might have written it down incorrectly!
Do







Don’t


Have your saddled fitted and checked regularly. The saddle is the interface between horse and rider
and the fit is all important. It might also be worth investing in a flexicurve to keep your own record
of changes.
Training/lunging rollers can put a lot of pressure on the spine. Use a thick pad to reduce this.
Do exercises on the ground to improve horse’s posture and flexibility, eg “carrot stretches”
Ride serpentines to strengthen and supple the horse. Polework, particularly in walk, is also useful.
As a rider, do exercises/Pllates/physio to improve your posture and core strength.
Mount from the ground; use a high mounting block where possible.

This was an interesting and enjoyable session. Thanks very much to Russell who had so much enthusiasm and information that he could have gone on talking for a long time! Thanks also to Kath Trigg and
Karen Chase who organised the session and provided hot drinks and to the club members who brought
cakes.
Reporter: Liz Pitcher

Rider Biomechanics Clinic, 10th October 2019
Instructor: Russell Guire, Centaur Biomechanics

On the day after the successful evening talk, 10 horse and rider combinations attended a clinic run by
Russell Guire. Again we are very grateful to Kath Trigg who organised the bookings and also to Coleg
Gwent who allowed us to use the indoor school at the Usk Campus for the whole day. One session was
taken by a student and used as an educational activity for others at the College.
Riders wear the Visualise jackets and Russell puts markers on the saddle and horse. He then uses high
speed photography to help analyse rider positions and their effect on the horse’s performance. After
showing the riders the slow motion videos and discussing his initial observations, he uses that information
in a training session. He is a talented and enthusiastic teacher and is able to make a noticeable difference
in a short time. The feedback below from three club members gives a good flavour of the clinic.
Jackie
I had long fancied having a go at one of Russell's clinic sessions, as I've seen him doing presentations and
demos several times. Besides being an entertaining speaker, he's always interesting to listen to because
he cuts through all the preconceptions and entrenched opinions that the horsey world is prone to and just
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looks at hard scientific evidence. When the camera is pointing at you sat in the saddle however, that hard
scientific evidence can be pretty tough to take! It didn't bode well as Russell needed 5 minutes just to read
down the list of my past injuries and I could see him calculating whether he had enough insurance cover….
Nevertheless, once I'd donned the Visualise jacket and he got us
trotting, then cantering up the centre line it was fascinating to be
able to get instant feedback on the screen - which revealed that
however straight you think you're sitting in the saddle, it's highly
unlikely that you are!
A first attempt at riding a "straight" centre line with eyes shut soon
found us nearly joining the spectators in the corner! I was quite
pleased that though my wonky and rather inadequate left leg was
evident, I wasn't quite as lopsided as I had expected. With some
useful tips to get me lengthening down that side of my body rather
than collapsing, the camera was soon showing what a difference
that relatively small adjustment could make. And we found that our saddle slippage issue seems to result
from a combination of horse and rider influences, which was interesting to discover. So thank you Russell
for some great pointers, all based on undeniable film evidence! Now I just need to get myself to the physio, to Pilates every week, organise the saddle fitter, sort some polework…..
Janet
This was the second time I had attended Russell's clinic so it was very useful
to compare the video from last year to this. The slo-mo is very unforgiving
but I think I could see a bit of an improvement in my straightness. I clearly
have to carry my handbag on the other shoulder to straighten up! Once again
Russell managed to help me motivate my horse really well so now I just
have to remember what we did. I do remember that he called my horse a
Puffer Fish when she did not go off my leg—she must have been listening,
since she did improve after that!
This photo shows my need for a splint on my right wrist, and that I have to get my heels down!
Russell has such an eye for detail and is an inspiring coach, so I am (almost) looking forward to seeing the
slo-mo next year.
Liz
I am still getting to grips with my lovely mare Luna so we had a lot to work on! The high speed photography really showed up some of my issues and I was horrified by how
much my elbows and hands moved. However Russell was very patient
and by the end of the session Luna was going beautifully in trot and really listening to me as the picture shows. Although not shown in this picture, I do still have a head and now will have to use it to work out how I
can improve my contact for the future!

Reporter: Liz Pitcher
===============================================================
Report on the Christmas meal held at the Anchor in Tintern on the 4th December will appear in the
next newsletter.
Attached to this newsletter are copies of NEW Hat and Body Protector Rules, The club’s Constitution and a copy of the Club Rules plus a copy of the AGM Minutes from 6th November
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Event

Speaker/

Location

Instructor/Organiser
Jan 2020
10/01/20
12/01/20

Monthly meeting
Training
Area 15 Qualifier

01/02/20

Training

05/02/20
08/02/20

Monthly meeting
Area 15 Qualifier

14/02/20
04/03/20
08/03/20

Training
Monthly meeting
Training

13/03/20
21/03/20

Training
Area 15 Qualifier

Apr
19/04/20

Monthly meeting
Training

24/04/20
May
03/05/20

Training
Monthly meeting
Training

21/05/20
June
08/06/20
14/06/20
July
05/07/20

Training
Monthly meeting
Training
Area 15 Qualifier
Monthly meeting
Area 15 Qualifier

10/07/20
26/07/20

Training
Area 15 Qualifier

No meeting
Flatwork
Winter Show Jumping
Flatwork
Farriery
Novice Winter
Dressage
Flatwork
Bitting
Polework & Jumping
Flatwork
Intermed. Winter
Dressage
tbc
Flatwork
Flatwork
tbc
Polework & Jumping
Flatwork
tbc
Flatwork
Horse Trials
tbc
Show & Style
Jumping
Flatwork
Summer Dressage
& Riding Test

Lizzel Winter
Golden Valley RC

Severnvale EC
Kings Equestrian

Sarah SpencerWilliams
Tim Rooney
Southerndown RC

Coleg Gwent, Usk

Lizzel Winter
Lyn Beattie, HBF
tbc

Severnvale EC, Tidenham
Beaufort Hotel, Chepstow
Coleg Gwent, Usk

Lizzel Winter
Vale of Usk RC

Severnvale EC
Coleg Gwent, Usk

Sarah SpencerWilliams
Lizzel Winter
Simon Jobbins
Lizzel Winter

Beaufort Hotel, Chepstow
Pencoed College, Bridgend

Beaufort Hotel, Chepstow
Coleg Gwent, Usk
Severnvale EC
Beaufort Hotel, Chepstow
Coleg Gwent, Usk

Vale of Usk RC

Severnvale EC
Beaufort Hotel, Chepstow
Severnvale EC
Sapey XC, Wolferlow
Beaufort Hotel, Chepstow
Usk Show Ground, Usk

Lizzel Winter
Vale of Arrow

Severnvale EC
Eastfields, Bodenham

Lizzel Winter
Area 15

Venues
Beaufort Hotel, Beaufort Square, St Mary's Street, Chepstow, NP16 5EP
Bridgend College – Pencoed Campus, Pencoed, Bridgend CF35 5LG
Coleg Gwent Equestrian Centre, Usk NP15 1PW
Eastfield’s, Bodenham, Herefordshire HR1 3LA
Howick Farm, Itton, NP16 6BL
Kings Equestrian, Struts Farm, Winslow, Bromyard, Hereford HR7 4SR
Knoakes Court, Ivington, Leominster, Hereford HR6 0JR
Sapey Cross County Course, Cockshutts Farm, Wolferlow, Nr. Upper Sapey, Worcester WR6 6XU
Severnvale Equestrian Centre, Tidenham, Chepstow, Monmouthshire NP16 7LL
Smugglers Equestrian, Pen-Deri Farm Lane, Manmoel, Blackwood, NP12 0HU
Usk Showground, Monmouthshire, NP15 1XJ
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